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ABSTRACT
The crystal structure of albite from Stintino, Sardinia, Italy, was refined at different degrees of
disorder to determine the (Si-Al) order-disorder process. Eight X-ray structure refinements were
performed on single-crystal data collected at room temperature, after heating at 1050–1090 °C for 3
to 12 days. Average long-range order coefficients S between 0.93 and 0.24 were obtained for different samples. The results indicate that in the (Si-Al) disordering process Al enriches the T1m site
more than T2o and T2m sites. This trend continues until both T1o and T1m are occupied by 30% of
Al, and T2o and T2m by 20% of Al. No evidence of complete disorder in T1 and T2 sites has been
experimentally found to date. The (Si-Al) disordering process induces a clockwise rotation of the
four-membered rings of tetrahedra parallel to the (100) plane. An inverse linear relationship between
the isotropic equivalent displacement parameter of the Na atom, Beq(Na), and S is interpreted as
positional disorder of Na. The variations in the Na-O bond lengths with increasing disorder are explained by the related variations in the bond strengths of tetrahedral cations.

INTRODUCTION
The unit-cell content of sodium feldspars can be represented
schematically as Na4Al4Si12O32. The topological symmetry is
monoclinic C2/m, whereas the real symmetry is either mono–
clinic C2/m or triclinic C1. In the monoclinic feldspars, there
are only two symmetrically non-equivalent tetrahedral sites,
T1 and T2, thus complete ordering is prohibited. When the
symmetry is lowered to triclinic, T1 and T2 split to T1o and
T1m, and to T2o and T2m, respectively, enabling complete
ordering (with Al in T1o). In sodium feldspars both displacive
and diffusive transformations occur, which can result in changes
of symmetry. To facilitate discussion of the various possible
combinations of symmetry and structural states, the following
nomenclature (Griffen 1992) is used.
Monalbite is the monoclinic polymorph that can exist only
at temperatures above the displacive transformation. Following Kroll and Ribbe (1983), ti (where ti = Al / Al + Si) indicates
the probability of occupying a tetrahedral Ti site with Al; thus,
in monalbite t1o = t1m ≥ t2o = t2m, with t1o equal to or slightly
greater than 0.25; monalbite is therefore “metrically” and
“topochemically” monoclinic. Analbite is the high-temperature triclinic phase, essentially completely disordered, which
inverts to monalbite on heating; analbite is “topochemically”
monoclinic but “metrically” triclinic. High albite is the triclinic
polymorph resulting from diffusive transformation in the (SiAl) distribution. According to Ribbe (1983), this name should
be reserved for highly disordered sodium feldspar in which
the (Si-Al) distribution is “topochemically” triclinic and which
cannot invert to monalbite on heating. Low albite is the lowtemperature fully ordered polymorph with t1o = 1.0 and t1m =
t2o = t2m = 0.0. Triclinic structural states with t1o > 0.25 but
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less than 1.0 are usually called intermediate albites.
A long-standing problem of alkali feldspars concerns the
determination of (Si-Al) order-disorder processes. These processes in alkali feldspars are usually explained by two different schemes, known as “one-step” and “two-step” paths of ordering. In the “one-step” process Al atoms migrate at the same
time and at an equal rate from T1m, T2o, and T2m into T1o.
The “two-step” process exhibits an initial stage with the segregation of Al in the T1 sites, followed by the ordering of Al
from T1m to T1o, which causes the symmetry reduction. However, the many potassium feldspar structure refinements seem
to indicate that the disordering process differs from both these
schemes (Alberti and Meneghinello, in preparation).
As far as sodium feldspar is concerned, the “one-step” path
of ordering is commonly accepted (Smith and Brown 1988;
Ribbe 1994 and related literature), but nearly all refinements
have been carried out in completely ordered low albites or
strongly disordered high albites (only one intermediate albite
is described in literature, Phillips et al. 1989). The lack of intermediate albite structure refinements does not therefore allow us to follow this order-disorder process.
To verify whether this process in sodium feldspars closely
follows one of these two ideal trends, or else deviates markedly, a series of single-crystal X-ray structure refinements was
performed. A natural, pure sodium feldspar was heat-treated
to obtain different degrees of (Si-Al) disorder in only low albite and intermediate albites

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Sample description and treatment
This study of the disordering process was carried out on
single crystals of albite from a green-schist meta-arenite found
at Stintino, Sardinia, Italy.
The chemical analyses of Stintino albite were performed
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